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The manual process also involved re-keying vital accounting data, which could
be prone to error. All disposables used might not be charged back, yielding
possible losses in revenues. The system did not provide timely aggregate
reporting which would allow Whitewater and its customers to easily track
maintenance – or possible problems – with specific plant. And it meant that
Whitewater might inadvertently miss critical customer SLAs.
To resolve these challenges Whitewater first sought to upgrade its existing
accounting / CRM solution. Whitewater wanted an almost ERP-like platform
that would enable field engineers to use mobile Tablets remotely on-site to
replace the existing manual system. Unfortunately, Whitewater quickly
discovered that such an upgrade was impossible.
“Invoicing our customers could take anywhere between 4 to 6 weeks, or more,
after the service call-out,” says Sharon Finnegan, Whitewater Credit Manager.
“We wanted something much more timely and efficient but the legacy system
couldn’t handle Tablets and we discovered they were unable to perform an
upgrade. We recognised that to increase productivity and efficiency, and
deliver higher service levels, we needed to start from a clean sheet.”

“Due to the new efficiencies delivered by Sage 50 and Sage
CRM, many back-office personnel and field engineers are saving
at least 4 hours every day because they don’t have to deal with
manual systems. That time is being used for more critical tasks.”
Sharon Finnegan
Credit Manager, Whitewater

THE SOLUTION
To achieve its objectives, Whitewater reached out to DB Computer Solutions,
one of Ireland’s most experienced Sage Business Partners. DB Computer
Solutions’ consultants first gained a complete understanding of Whitewater’s
challenges. It then recommended replacing its legacy systems with Sage 50
Accounting software fully integrated with Sage CRM, re-engineered for highly
flexible and agile Whitewater requirements.
Having deployed the new solution, individual instances of Sage CRM were
installed on new Tablets. Whitewater-specific field report templates were also
designed and deployed. Tablets were then distributed to designated staff.
Today, Whitewater field engineers call up customer-centric reports on Sage
CRM-enabled Tablets at the touch of a button. Seamless remote service
workflows have fully transformed Whitewater customer service reporting
processes.

Instant Integrated Remote Data Reporting
When Whitewater field engineers visit a customer, they easily record all relevant
data onto Tablets and into customer-specific reporting templates. Data includes
time of arrival, time of departure and total time spent on site, customer contact
details, type of service delivered (for example: pre-scheduled maintenance,
warranty, or emergency repair), the identification of specific plant worked on
and the details of the service, and any disposables or other parts used.
When the call-out is complete, the customer digitally signs the report. All data is
then transmitted via Internet connection to Whitewater head office, where it is

instantly captured by company administrators. There, they can easily accrue all
billable labour and disposable costs, migrate that data to Sage 50 as part of the
invoicing process, and fully account for field engineering time.
“The new Sage system has many benefits,” explains Sharon, “including the fact
we can now invoice almost instantly. This means our customers are no longer
confused by receiving an invoice 6 weeks or more after a service call and trying
to remember details. I no longer have to make multiple calls to customers or
engineers to clear up misunderstanding, which means none of us have to
endure that frustration anymore.
“Due to the new efficiencies delivered by Sage 50 and Sage CRM, many backoffice personnel and field engineers are saving at least 4 hours every day
because they don’t have to deal with manual systems. That time is being redirected to more critical tasks.”

Deep Insight for Customer Reporting
Whitewater customers also benefit substantially from the new Sage solution:
Today, data received as part of the call-out process is fully captured.
Whitewater can run customer-specific reports, drilling down into specific pieces
of plant on-site and the nature of any call-out. With these reports, both
Whitewater and its customers are advised of actions required to keep plant up
and running.
“Many of our purification plants are very, very important to our hospital
customers and the patients they serve. It is critical to keep them up and
running,” Sharon says. “With our new reporting, we can determine how many
times a customer has received a call-out, what we did and to what, and if
specific plant might require replacement or other actions. This is a critical KPI
and one we don’t treat lightly.
“Sage CRM not only helps us to achieve critical SLAs but it enables Whitewater
to act as a guardian for our customers: with Sage CRM we’re enabled to keep a
careful eye on plant resources which are vital to these customers. For that
reason, Sage CRM is now a strategic tool, helping us to become an even better
partner with our customers.”
Additionally, and because all notes are digitised, Whitewater can quickly provide
clear information to customers should they require it.
“If a customer wants some information I don’t have to find and dig out
paperwork anymore. Instead, all we have to do is send it,” Sharon says. “We no
longer have to deal with illegible handwritten notes or misplaced reports. All
information is digitised and captured centrally.”
Sharon also explains that data regarding disposables used during call-outs can
help their customers save money. “We can analyse the types of disposables
used, when they are used, and how many are used. We can help customers to
cut costs by advising them to order disposables in bulk, if so warranted.”

Simplified Field Engineer Management
The integrated Sage solution and its deep reporting also empower Whitewater
to more efficiently manage scarce field service engineer resources. Whitewater
managers can easily determine human resource availability: who is already
scheduled for call-out, who is on holidays, who is available, and their location.
Managers then use Sage CRM to maximise human resource allocation to better
serve its nationwide customers.
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